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Mauser Spezial MH1245-6/01 CLPMN8

Proven single needle lockstitch sewing machine for medium weight materials. Equipped with bottom feed,
needle feed and alternating top feed.

The 1245 series is a classic for general sewing work in upholstery and saddlery. Proven in use for many years, the
MH1245 model allows much better material handling than its predecessors thanks to the extended arm with a
larger clearance in its latest version.

Optionally, the MH1245 is also available with integrated direct drive in conjunction with an automatic thread
trimmer, automaticpresser foot lift and seam backtacking.
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The MH1245 is the most modern version of the 1245 series, which has sold thousands of units and has become a
highly valued and indispensable production tool for many smaller studios and workshops worldwide due to its
robust design and performance.

The material passage of 14mm under the presser foot allows easy insertion and movement of the sewing
material before starting the seam. The extension of the machine has significantly increased the clearance
between the needle and the machine arm, allowing easier processing of voluminous sewing material.

The bottom feed and needle feed in conjunction with the alternating top feed ensure not only a high pull-through
force but also a uniform material feed. With the top feed stroke of 7mm, material thickenings and transverse
seams in the seam course can be passed over effortlessly.

The standard overload clutch prevents damage to the hook by disengaging the bottom feed when the machine is
overloaded.

The MH1245 is also widely used for binding operations. The required sewing tools are included in subclass -
17/01. The binder itself is customer-specific and therefore not included.

Extended machine arm for easier
handling of bulky material.

Safety clutch to prevent damage
to the hook in case of excessive
load.

Integrated 750W direct drive in
combination with automatic
thread trimmer, foot lift and
seam backtacking. (option).
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